Exporting to cultural heritage methods and tools used in industrial areas, where the profits can justify high modeling costs, may only be a starting point for cultural heritage modeling, but not a sustainable solution in sight of the economics of this application.
INTRODUCTION
In the cultural heritage field, the interest for 3D models of statues or, in general, of objects for documentation or interactive visualization purposes, is rapidly growing at least for three important reasons. One is that the information associated with 3D models is superior to that of any other form of iconography, as it may lead to the physical duplication of the object by means of the "3D printing" devices used in mechanical rapid prototyping.
Another one is that 3D objects cannot be adequately represented by single pictures or collections of pictures, which can only reproduce one viewpoint or a collection of viewpoints, or even by movies, which can reproduce only one visualization trajectory: the one which was followed by the operator during the taking. What characterizes human inspection is the viewer's freedom to choose at any instant his viewing distance and angle in space. The interactive visualization granted by 3D models is the representation tool closest to direct inspection. A further reason is that, in principle, 3D models allow to be remotely seen, a possibility of growing interest in front of Internet's role in everyday life. Practical issues such as the lack of copyright protection techniques and of satisfactory transmission techniques within the current available bandwidth for 3D models still 0-7803-6725-1/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE limit "de facto" this possibility. However these problems are likely to be addressed and overcome in the near future.
It is also worth pointing out that cultural heritage objects are characterized by a number of difficulties such as: their shape, typically way more articulated than that of mechanical objects; their size, which may not be small; the fact that they cannot be taken into a laboratory but almost always need portable equipment; the required precision, if physical duplication has to be included among the possible model's uses.
challenging, makes it an important research arena, since the solutions to many problems encountered in cultural heritage modeling can be exported to other fields.
The use of 3D models is well established in some niche applications such as automobile industry, fictions and cartoon movies, special surgery and precision mechanics, to name a few. These niche applications can afford the high costs associated to the current 3D modeling paradigm, which for free-form surfaces consists of the following steps: This paradigm implies high modeling costs due to the lack of automation. These costs are a major obstacle against the use of 3D modeling for cultural heritage applications; the current costs can hardly be afforded even for the most precious statues. There's no doubt that automatic procedures are needed in order to lower 3D modeling costs. In this connection one should observe that step 2) and 3) are already performed automatically, while step 1) at the present is performed only under human supervision and it is the first issue demanding robust automatic solutions.
Step 4), nowadays performed manually, may not be necessary if an adequate amount of data is captured (which however may not always be feasible).
AN AUTOMATIC PAIRWISE ALIGNMENT TECHNIQUE
This work presents a technique for the automation of the painvise alignment of 3D images. The proposed method has two steps, see Fig. 1 : a) detection of a common region between the two 3D images; b) estimation of the 3D rigid rotation and translation between them. The first problem is solved by means of the "spin images" [l] and the second in two passes: a first coarse estimate of the 3D rotation and translation by the frequency domain methods preliminary presented in [2] and a subsequent refinement by the ICP algorithm [3] .
Spin images are a very general and powerful surface matching tool introduced by Johnson and Hebert [ 11. The reader is referred to [l] for a proper presentation of spin images; their definition is here quickly recalled for presentation's clarity.
The concept of spin image rests upon that of oriented point at a surface mesh vertex, which is defined as the pair formed by the 3D vertex coordinates and the surface normal at the vertex. Let (a.: p) be the coordinates pair defined as follows with respect to the reference system associated to an oriented point: radial coordinate a is the perpendicular distance to the line through the surface normal at the vertex point, elevation coordinate p is the signed perpendicular distance to the tangent plane defined by vertex normal and position. Essentially a spin image of a 3D surface is the recording on a 2D accumulator of the ( a , p) coordinates of all the points of a 3D surface. Fig.2a shows a view of a 3D model of an ancient portrait ("Head of Apollon"). Fig.2b shows the spin image associated to this model. Spin images depend only from the intrinsic surface characteristics and not from its spatial position and orientation. In other words the spin image associated with a vertex point is invariant with respect to rototranslations.
By way of spin images, one may associate a collection of images to a 3D surface mesh, as every point of the surface can generate a spin image. Two surfaces representing the same object from different view-points will be associated to two sets of different spin images: corresponding points in the common region between two 3D images will have similar spin images (not identical, due to noise and discretization effects) because, as already pointed out, spin images exclusively depend on shape's characteristics.
The problem of determining the common region between two 3D images in this way can be turned into the recognition of the most similar images of two image sets, a problem for which a number of techniques are available.
We essentially implemented the method proposed in [ 13 with minor practical fixes. The correspondences are organized within groups according to distance preservation constraints. For each group of correspondent points, one determines the rototranslation ( R , t ) moving the points of the first 3D view as close as possible to their correspondent point in the second 3D view, via Horn's algorithm [2] . One finally chooses the rototranslation ( R , t ) giving the widest overlap between the two views. The common regions between the two views are taken to be these overlapping areas. Fig.3a shows a pair of 3D views, Fig.3b their rough alignment obtained by bringing to coincidence the corresponding points found by spin images, and Fig.3c , their estimated common region between the two views.
With this method a truly common region is always determined, although the precision of the detected overlap varies somehow in dependence of the specific shapes. Once the common regions between the two views are determined, one may resort to the methods presented in [3] in order to determine the 3D rotational and translational displacement R an t between two views. These methods are very robust since they 1) use global information from the 3D images, as they operate in the frequency domain, and 2) they can take advantage not only of shape's information, but also of texture information (texture is essential information for cultural heritage models). Fig.4 shows the prealignment obtained by the frequency domain method.
The ICP algorithm is known to be able to produce very precise estimates of R and t when properly started, as it may otherwise be trapped in local minima. This well known drawback of the ICP can be effectively cured by the frequency domain method of [2] which can be used as a robust device for determining a first estimate of R and t.
In the example of Fig.4 the alignment obtained by the frequency domain method is already rather satisfactory as it differs very little from the refinement obtained by the ICP.
DISCUSSION
The rough prealignment obtained by spin images is often adequate to bring the ICP to convergence. However this was not found to be always the case. Resorting to the frequency domain prealignment always brings the ICP to proper convergence.
The frequency domain techniques are also useful as they can also align on the basis of texture information only: for instance views of a decorated sphere could not be aligned by the ICP, but they can be aligned by the frequency domain method. The frequency domain prealignment is essential Fig. 1 . Automatic pairwise alignment system.
for the robust operation of the proposed automatic pairwise alignment procedure.
As a very general consideration we believe that exporting to cultural heritage methods and tools used in industrial areas, where the profits can justify high modeling costs, may only be a starting point for cultural heritage modeling but not a sustainable solution in sight of the economics of this application.
Practical solutions for cultural heritage need to go beyond the solutions currently used in industrial modeling. On the converse, methods capable to really cope with the difficulties of cultural heritage modeling can be profitably exported in other fields.
This work presents a robust method for automatic pairwise alignment of free-form surfaces. At the time of writing we are still engaged in documenting the performance of the proposed method. We are also tailoring to the fully automatic solution of industrial and biomedical problems concerning rather articulated surface shapes, albeit always of the same type. 
